
Sermon 5th Of Lent 

Isaiah 43:16-21, Philippians 3:8-14, John 8:1-11 

Compassion and judgement written in sand 

What a powerful episode todays gospel for passion Sunday is?  Jesus 

intervenes to save a woman allegedly caught in adultery with the equivalent 

of the religious police all to ready to meat out judgement and punishment 

and to boot they want to drag Jesus into their trap. Will he condemn sin and 

support the Law or be soft on sin and reject the Law.  It has been 

convincingly argued that this episode has the hand of Luke not John upon it 

– it has such emotion such empathy for the woman and outside and seems 

to illustrate Johns recollection of Jesus statement “you judge by the flesh 
but I judge no one” (8.15). when else does jesus stare down at the sand – it 

is of course in Luke before Jesus’s passion in the Garden of Gethsemene 
when his sweat falls into the sand like clots of blood “take this cup from me 
but not mine but your will be done”  

Friday was of course April fools day and quite a day it was too.  We had 

snow blizzards combined with a 54% hike in fuel bills – sadly that was no 

joke and the later will press upon, not only on our society but the world with 

deep impact over the coming year. We did have some levity I think my 

favourite this year was the creation of mobile phone user only lanes in 

lakeside shopping centre.  I actually thought it quite a good idea to corale 

all those blinded by staring down not at sand but into their screens whilst 

walking.  It would save others dodging them and they would just bump into 

each other in their trance.  

Today is Passion Sunday, in the Roman Catholic calendar it was combined 

with Palm Sunday in 1969 but in the rest of the Church it remains the 

Sunday before.  Our statues and symbols are veiled and our imaginations 

are asked to think about the passionate love of God for us shown in Jesus 

that will be shown in all its fullness on Good Friday. 

On last Friday - April fool’s day, with the children at the school “Holy Week 
and Easter mass come early” we thought about the foolishness of God 

being wiser than the wisdom of humankind.  You’ll remember it comes from 

the mouth of St.Paul a Pharisee of the written law who would have certainly 



thrown a stone but who was changed by the Son of God who wrote nothing 

except in sand.   

"We proclaim Christ crucified, a stumbling-block to Jews and foolishness to 

Gentiles, but to those who are the called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the 

power of God and the wisdom of God. For God’s foolishness is wiser than 
human wisdom, and God’s weakness is stronger than human strength." 

The word passion in English evokes strong emotion but is really from the 

latin  Passio which mean suffering.  The veiling sets the mood for the last 

two weeks of lent before Easter for us to visualise it’s not business as 

normal.  Sometimes when things are hidden that we normally see we can 

imagine them in a different way.  Christ’s suffering for us and the world is 

not just a physical one but is mental and spiritual and all the senses are 

involved in passio.  The heart and conscience is changed from stone to 

flesh. It is evident in today’s Gospel. 

Jesus doesn’t just want to save the woman – he wants to save the 

Pharisees from themselves too.  It is not a performance of a neat word trick 

to save himself from the trap. His passio is real and is for others not self.  

He is tortured by the scene.  The accusers will accuse themselves and 

Jesus will offer no acquittal and no judgement even though he the sinless 

one is the only one qualified to do so.   

There will be no judgement or acquittal of Paul himself when he is blinded 

by the light of grace and truth.  Words unwritten beyond his hitherto stony 

soul will allow Saul/Paul to judge himself and change from deep within. 

Saul Saul why do you persecute me?  It is of course Luke who will recall 

those words on the road to Damascus but it is Paul who is humbled by 

them and drops his stony religion for a passion filled heart of grace and 

love. 

The world would think it foolish that what is written in sand could be more 

permanent and powerful than a tablet of stone.  But throughout passiontide 

we will be reminded that the foolishness of God is greater than our finest 

wisdom.  
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